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Where Change Is Coming for
LGBTQ Rights Around the
World
Activists expect positive momentum in 2023 for the
community as a whole in countries from Brazil to
Greece, but worry about friction over transgender
people.
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IF PROGRESS IN 2022 IS ANYTHING TO GO BY, THERE’S REASON TO BE OPTIMISTIC ABOUT

the global direction of travel when it comes to same-sex
relationships, LGBTQ campaigners say.

In the second half of the year, there was a flurry of movement to
decriminalize same-sex intimacy in Singapore, St Kitts and Nevis,
Barbados, and Antigua and Barbuda. These were some of the last
holdouts among countries with histories of colonial-era laws
prohibiting such activity. “It feels like something of a tipping point,”
says Neela Ghoshal, Senior Director of Law, Policy and Research for
global advocacy NGO Outright International. Such developments
“allows us to really say that there is a global norm that same-sex
intimacy should not be criminalized.”

Marriage equality has come a long way too, with countries from
Cuba to Slovenia passing legislation last year; 33 governments have
now legalized same-sex unions, triple the number compared to a
decade earlier according to data from the advocacy group ILGA
World.

Greece is one of a handful of countries to introduce a ban on so-
called conversion therapy for minors during the year; France, Israel
and New Zealand also took steps to make the practice of aiming to
change a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity illegal in
2022. In Brazil, LGBTQ campaigners hope the re-election of Luiz
Inácio Lula da Silva can row back some of the damage done by his
predecessor, Jair Bolsonaro, while the US Congress rushed to pass
the Respect for Marriage Act and protect statutory recognition of
interracial and same-sex marriages.

Forward Momentum
The number of states that outlaw same-sex relationships is decreasing

Has laws that criminalize same-sex relations

Source: Human Rights Watch

But pockets of friction are growing over specific issues: one is the
rights of transgender people. As of September, US lawmakers
proposed more than 300 bills classed as anti-LGBTQ by the Human
Rights Campaign; more than 40% of them targeted the trans
community, the advocacy group said. The UK also saw its
score on the ILGA-Europe Rainbow Index plummet more than any
other country this year, partly due to its decision to exclude trans
people from a ban on conversion therapy. The government has since
reversed its decision in an attempt to win over activists after it
vetoed law in Scotland that would make it easier for people to legally
change their gender.

Conservative governments, especially those in Europe, have
“weaponized” trans issues in recent years too to boost their political
capital, said Julia Ehrt, executive director for ILGA World. 

“The atmosphere, in particular in the UK but as well in Spain, has
been quite hostile towards trans people,” she said. Although
Spain passed a bill toward the end of the year that makes it one of
the few places in the world where anyone over the age of 16 can
easily change their gender on their ID card, the debate caused
tensions to flare among its left-wing government and coincided with
a jump in hate crimes in the country.

Read More: Spain’s Win for Transgender Rights Almost Tore the
Country Apart

Meanwhile some governments actively sought to row back LGBTQ
rights, such as Indonesia’s decision to ban sex outside of marriage,
effectively criminalizing it for same-sex couples, as well as pushes in
Russia and Ghana to crack down on so-called LGBTQ “propaganda.”

Demonstrators protest against potential amendments to Spain's 'Trans Law' in Madrid, Spain,
on Dec. 10, 2022. Photographer: Manaure Quintero/Bloomberg

But overall progress on LGBTQ rights is moving forward, say Ehrt
and Ghoshal, who are hopeful about what the new year could bring.
“Ultimately I think the pendulum is swinging in the right direction,”
Ghoshal said.

Here’s a snapshot of what that momentum looks like around the
world.

India
India’s top most court is all set this year to consider the question of
granting legal recognition to same-sex marriages. Some couples have
knocked on the Supreme Court’s door with the argument that
marriage equality is the logical next step for LGBTQ rights after
consensual gay sex was decriminalized in the country in 2018.

Such a move could give India’s 1.4 billion people the right to have a
same-sex marriage.

“The potential impact of such a ruling will be momentous,” said
Kanav Narayan Sahgal, Communications Manager at Nyaaya, Vidhi
Centre for Legal Policy. A law ironed out on same-sex marriage is
also likely to open discussion on related aspects such as domestic
violence, adoption, child-custody, and inheritance for the LGBTQ
community, Sahgal said.

Gender rights activists and supporters of LGBTQ community at the Delhi pride parade in New
Delhi, India, on Jan. 8. Photographer: Sajjad Hussain/AFP/Getty Images

But the path ahead isn’t straightforward. Narendra Modi’s ruling
Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) only recently opposed
same-sex marriage before a state court. Speaking before Parliament
in December, BJP lawmaker Sushil Modi urged the government to
oppose same-sex marriage before the Supreme Court saying that it
goes against the traditional ethos of the country.

“If the court does decide that such matters are best left to
Parliament to decide, then I am afraid same-sex marriage will not be
recognized in India as long as the BJP holds a majority,” says Sahgal
who is also an LGBTQ rights activist. Eight state level polls likely to
be held this year will indicate the pulse of the nation before an
election for the next premier in 2024.

Meanwhile the Madras High Court in the southern state of Tamil
Nadu has taken significant strides in making laws and
policy inclusive for the LGBTQ community. A string of progressive
decisions concerning rights of sexual minorities have been taken by
the state on orders passed by the high court. These include
penalizing police harassment of the community and declaring so-
called conversion therapy as a professional misconduct for medical
professionals.
 
In 2023, Tamil Nadu is expected to release its draft policy for the
LGBTQ community, becoming the first Indian state to do so. —Shruti
Mahajan

Revelers stand under a huge rainbow flag during the Pride Parade at Copacabana beach in Rio de Janeiro on Nov. 27. Photographer: Tercio
Teixera/AFP/Getty Images

Brazil
After four years of what they consider a complete stall in their battle
for equal rights, the LGBTQ community in Brazil is now pushing for
an extensive legislative agenda including same-sex marriage. 

Left-wing Lula was inaugurated as president on Jan. 1 and groups
have already asked him to pass more than eight related bills and
several other proposals such as creating a role for the first national
secretary for public policy focused on LGBTQ rights.

“We want better education, to be represented at the Executive
branch, improvements in the health system, public safety, culture,
all of it,” said Toni Reis, director and president of the National
LGBTI+ Alliance. His is one of more than 100 associations
that signed a letter addressed to Lula. 

Revelers take part in the Pride Parade at Copacabana beach in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on Nov.
27. Photographer: Tercio Teixeira/AFP/Getty Images

More than anything, the community is impassioned about making
sure that rights safeguarded by the country’s top court are put into
law. For example, Brazil's supreme court allowed same-sex
marriage more than 10 years ago but this is still to be confirmed by
Congress. They also hope to pass bills allowing transgender people
to change their official ID to match their gender without showing
proof of a change-of-sex surgery.

Each of these could be difficult tasks. The majority of legislators
elected last October supported Bolsonaro, known for an agenda
centered on conservative family values. Still, Congress will now have
six representatives of the LGBTQ community including two
transgender lawmakers, a record so far in Brazil.

“Bolsonaro wasn’t able to tear everything down, he wasn’t strong
enough but we also had the supreme court defending our
rights,” said Reis. “Now is our time to convince liberals from the
right wing, evangelicals... We’ll have to earn their votes.”  —Maria
Eloisa Capurro

Slovenia
When Slovenia’s Constitutional Court unexpectedly ruled in July
that same-sex couples had the right to marry, Centrih Albreht and
his now-husband became one of the country’s first such couples to
tie the knot.

It was a victory for the 36-year-old marketing specialist, who had
watched his community suffer two referendum defeats on legalizing
same-sex marriage. A party planned earlier to celebrate their civil
union turned into a full-blown wedding in August. “It was a very
special day for us and our families,” he said.

Lovro Centrih Albreht, left, became one of the first people in Slovenia to have a same-sex
marriage ceremony. Photographer: Jana Jocif

The first eastern European country to legalize same-sex unions and
allow couples to adopt children, Slovenia contrasts sharply with the
more conservative countries in the region, whose politicians still
embrace anti-LGBTQ rhetoric. The EU took legal action in 2021
against Hungary and Poland for violating the community’s rights.

Those attitudes have had a direct impact in Slovenia, where many
gay couples — often locals with partners from Eastern Europe
— choose to build a home in that country, which Centrih Albreht
sees as “a beacon” for more accepting society. The trend could
strengthen further in 2023.

The Ljubljana Pride Parade in Ljubljana, Slovenia, in 2017. Photographer: Jure
Makovec/AFP/Getty Images

According to Lana Gobec, the head of the LGBTQ activist
organization Legebitra, same sex-marriages will increase in Slovenia
in 2023 and eventually converge with the proportion of marriages in
the overall population. Gobec knows of several gay couples who
already applied for adoption but tempers expectations over when
the first adoption by a same-sex parent might happen because of the
long process.

While Centrih Albreht sees the change in Slovenia as an important
step to more acceptance, he sees the need for a bigger push for
transgender rights. Citing this year’s abortion ruling by the US
Supreme Court, he also worries progress can be reversed.

“The fight must always continue,” he said. “Expanding human rights
has never hurt anyone. If anything, all of society benefits.” —Jan
Bratanic

Greece
With a general election scheduled by April at the earliest, the
country’s LGBTQ community has one key priority for the next
government: marriage equality.

Greece passed legislation to recognize same-sex civil partnerships in
2015 and gender identity in 2017 but same-sex marriage hasn’t seen
similar progress. Any possible move to legalize marriage between
two people of the same sex will require changes to family law so that
the state recognizes both members of the couple as parents and
guardians of children rather than just a biological parent.

The same-sex unions didn’t provide the same access to rights as
equal marriage would do, said Giannis Papagiannopoulos, a rights
activist and publisher of Antivirus Magazine, Greece’s only LGBT
publication. Lawmakers voting for equal marriage for the LGBTQI+
communities in Greece “would be a direct recognition of our
families, our basic human rights and our very existence,” he said. 

Few expected such progress to come from Kyriakos Mitsotakis, the
current prime minister and leader of the center-right New
Democracy party. While he hasn’t officially announced plans to
legalize same-sex marriage, the premier is expected to address the
issue during his next term if he wins the national ballot.

If he does, it would carry on the momentum set by the Greek leader
after he was first elected. In 2021, he appointed a committee to draft
a national strategy for improving LGBTQ rights. That strategy, which
runs through 2025, acknowledges that rights for LGBTQ people
“would not be complete without addressing the issue of marriage
equality which, if established, would resolve numerous other issues
associated with family law in Greece.”

The main opposition Syriza party of former premier Alexis Tsipras
supports same-sex marriage and submitted a proposal in July which
also proposes related measures such as the legalization of assisted
reproduction for all couples.

Mitsotakis has introduced a number of reforms since 2021, such as
lifting a ban on homosexual men making blood donations, outlawing
in 2022 so-called sex normalizing surgeries on children and in
September approving the official use of pre-exposure prophylactic
drugs, commonly known as PrEP, to focus on the prevention of HIV
infection rather than just on the treatment of the virus.

Greece has seen one of the the biggest jumps in ILGA’s ranking of
LGBTQ rights among European countries following adoption of the
strategy.

The introduction of PrEP, “is a step in the right direction for
reducing HIV infection in the LGBTQ community,” said Giorgos
Papadopetrakis, the vice chair of Positive Voice, an association for
HIV-positive people in Greece. “Now, we’re just waiting to see how
the decision will be implemented — how it will pass into action,” he
said. —Paul Tugwell

United States
Progress on LGBTQ rights in America were “a mixed bag” in
2022, said Ehrt, the executive director of ILGA World.

On the one hand, the historic Respect for Marriage Act Congress
passed in December safeguards the rights to same-sex and
interracial marriage from being rolled back in the same way
abortion access has this year. But one of the first openly gay Black
members of Congress, Mondaire Jones, said the legislation doesn’t
go far enough, and doesn’t ensure marriage equality in every
state. ( Jones lost his bid for reelection in November, though more
LGBTQ politicians were elected to Congress this cycle than ever
before.)
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The city of Rzeszow in southeastern Poland.Photographer: Damian Lemański/Bloomberg
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War Turns Sleepy Polish City
Into World’s Gateway to
Ukraine
Rzeszow is known for its role in the aeronautics
industry. Now it’s playing a key part in the effort to
thwart Vladimir Putin.  

By Wojciech Moskwa
January 13, 2023, 12:00 AM EST

People attend a signing ceremony for the Respect for Marriage Act, at the White House in
Washington, D.C., on Dec. 13. Photographer: Brendan Smialowski/AFP/Getty Images

Read More: GOP Looks to Fire Up Base With Attacks on Transgender
Rights

With hundreds of anti-LGBTQ laws introduced at state-level during
2022, campaigners are also worried about a particular focus on
rolling back rights among young people and transgender people.
That trend includes limiting the participation of transgender people
in sports that affirm their gender identity, as well as Florida’s so-
called “Don’t Say Gay” law which prohibits discussion about sexual
orientation and gender identity in kindergarten through third grade.

Pressure to ban books with LGBTQ characters and themes at schools
and public libraries has also increased. In messaging rolled out
ahead of the midterms, the GOP led by House Speaker Kevin
McCarthy listed anti-trans sports bills and legislation on parental
rights among the party’s priorities.

Legislators in at least seven states proposed anti-drag bills ahead of
the 2023 legislative session. These bills are often broad in nature,
and many target people defined as “male or female impersonators.”
LGBTQ advocates say they’re worried such language could be used
to target transgender people. Other proposed bills target gender-
affirming healthcare, particularly for children. Sarah Warbelow,
legal director for the Human Rights Campaign described it as a “very
intentional attack on LGBTQ youth from conservative legislatures
across the country.”

The latter part of 2022 saw a surge in hostility toward the
community, including the mass shooting at a LGBTQ club in
Colorado, where five people were killed. The suspect now faces
more than 300 charges including hate crimes. Reported anti-LGBTQ
incidents, such as demonstrations and violence, have risen twelve-
fold to almost 200 since 2020, according to a report by the Armed
Conflict Location & Event Data Project in November. —Kelsey Butler,
Ella Ceron and Olivia Konotey-Ahulu

(Updates to add detail from the UK government’sdecision to block a
Scottish bill on transgender rights in the fifth paragraph. A previous
version corrected Julia Ehrt’s job title.)
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Sleepy City of Rzeszow in Poland Turns Into World Airport Hub Since War Began

The Blue Diamond Hotel Active Spa has all a visitor needs for
a relaxing stay: swimming pools, facial treatments, massages and
fine dining. Less conspicuous is what’s made it the establishment of
choice for government and military personnel.

The 51-room hotel near Rzeszow in southeastern Poland has been
transformed since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine because of its
proximity to the war. Over the past 10 months or so, it has hosted
countless officials and even served as the makeshift base for the
United Nations relief team. 

“We’re at 100% capacity since the conflict began,” said Slawomir
Barczak, who co-owns the hotel on the outskirts of Rzeszow less
than 50 miles (80 kilometers) from the Ukrainian border. He’s
struggling to keep rooms available for regular customers. “The
world has come to us,” he said.  

Like many Polish cities, Rzeszow encapsulates the turmoil of 20th
century Europe and then its revival, from the horrors of Nazi
occupation to peace and prosperity under NATO and the European
Union. But unlike others, it now finds itself on the front line of a new
era of tension.

The city of about 200,000 people has turned into the main
international gateway to a war that started almost a year ago and
shows signs of intensifying rather than ending.  

Rzeszow’s sleepy airport — usually dominated by budget airline
connections to the UK — has become one of the region’s biggest hubs
after doubling as an American military base. President Joe Biden
passed through in March, and Ukraine’s Volodymyr Zelenskiy went
the other way en route to Washington last month. European leaders
traveled to and from Kyiv in between. 

Convoys of trucks packed with humanitarian aid or military
hardware leave day and night under heavy police protection,
delivering goods across the border and often on to Lviv, Ukraine’s
biggest western city. US Patriot missiles are visible over a green tarp
perimeter fence.

The airport doesn’t provide details on military traffic. But the
amount of jet fuel it needed over the course of a week can now be
used up in a matter of hours, according to Michal Tabisz, deputy
president of the airport.

“We used to be a regional airport with 15 to 20 flights per day,”
Tabisz said at his office overlooking the runway. “Now we’re the best
landing strip on the front line of a global conflict and this isn’t likely
to change anytime soon.” Indeed, during a half-hour interview, two
C-17 military transport aircraft landed, along with an US Apache
attack helicopter. 

Rzeszow is familiar with change given Eastern Europe’s volatile
history. Since the start of the 20th century alone, it’s been part of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire, under Soviet control, returned to
Poland, taken over by invading German Nazis — who exterminated
the Jewish half of the city’s population — and spent 45 years behind
the Iron Curtain. 

Economically, it was the main trading post between Lviv and the
former Polish capital of Krakow for half a millennium,
producing ceramics, jewelry and glass. More recently, it became the
center of Poland’s aeronautics industry with a leading technical
university and scores of foreign investors, including the city’s
biggest employer, Pratt & Whitney.

In the first weeks of the war, Rzeszow was also the first city to
witness Ukrainian refugees fleeing the conflict. At one point in
March, there was an additional 100,000 people — swelling the
population by 50% — in the municipality as residents sheltered
arrivals in their own homes.

Like getting a room at the Blue Diamond, finding accommodation is
no easy feat. Based on mobile phone data, the city estimates there
are about 30,000 additional residents. An apartment to rent is “as
rare as a miracle,” Deputy Mayor Krystyna Stachowska said. 

The city is now focused on issues such as catering to 1,500
Ukrainian children attending its schools and finding funds for extra
garbage collection and recycling, she said. “We don’t know if there’s
another wave of refugees coming this winter, or whether the war
will end and reconstruction begin,” Stachowska said at
Rzeszow’s 16th-century City Hall overlooking the main square. “But
we be have to be ready.”

Rzeszow has already demonstrated its ability to live with the
inevitable risks. Residents got another reminder of how close they
are to the war — and how quickly escalation could come — when an
errant Ukrainian missile exploded in Przewodow further east along
the border in November. It killed two people after unsuccessfully
trying to strike down a Russian rocket.

The city has also adapted. During the first weeks of war, the
relentless roar of military and cargo planes stopped many people
from sleeping. While the airlift continues 10 months on, locals have
gotten used to the noise, said Barczak at Blue Diamond, which sits
next to the airport. 

Slawomir Barczak, co-owner of the Blue Diamond Hotel Active Spa. Photographer: Damian
Lemański/Bloomberg

As many as 10 Boeing 747 jumbo jets carrying cargo land and take off
during a single day, on top of regular commercial traffic. The airport
also includes a medical-evacuation center, which takes wounded
soldiers to specialist hospitals across western Europe. Lufthansa
AG announced in December that it’s restarting flights from Rzeszow,
reflecting demand for travel to the city.

English, French and German are regularly heard in restaurants and
bars lining Rzeszow’s historic city center. One bar imports premium-
quality US beef to lure more foreigners, while the pizza shop that
delivered food during Biden’s visit has a new top seller: “Spicy Joe,”
with pepperoni, hot peppers and olives — decked out with a US flag
on a toothpick.  

US President Biden eats pizza with members of the 82nd Airborne Division, in Rzeszow, last
March. Photographer: Brendan Smialowski/AFP/Getty Images
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Design: Look at That Building: A Series for the Architecturally Curious

Stately Pritzker Hall is a long way from the fanciful Theme Building at LAX, but both bear the distinctive touch of architect Paul Revere
Williams.  Photos: CO Architects. Illustration: Stephanie Davidson
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After a Facelift, a Mid-
Century Icon Stands Tall
Again in LA
To update Paul Revere Williams’s Pritzker Hall at UCLA,
built in 1967, architects looked to restore the modernist
master’s original vision.
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Back at Blue Diamond, Barczak said the war shook people in
Rzeszow out of any complacency that Poland would be shielded
from conflict as an EU and NATO member. That’s why the city
opened its doors so readily to refugees and the humanitarian effort,
he said.

“In the early days of the war, some of my friends packed their cars
with overnight bags so they would be ready to take the highway west
at any moment,” said Barczak. “But over time we got accustomed to
where we are. People got used to the war next door.”
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Updating a Mid-Century Icon by a Black Modernist Master

(This story is part of “Look at That Building,” a weekly Bloomberg
CityLab series about everyday — and not-so-everyday — architecture.
Read more from the series, and sign up to get the next story sent directly
to your inbox.)

Pritzker Hall at the University of California, Los Angeles is typical for
a building designed by Paul Revere Williams, in that it doesn’t much
resemble anything else he ever built.
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